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LEAD DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims priority to U.S. patent appli 
cation Ser. No. 10/305,741 filed Nov. 27, 2002, the contents 
of which are incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 This invention relates to an Internet-implemented 
system for providing leads to Salespeople. More particularly, 
the present invention relates to dynamically assigning linking 
information associated with a salesperson's web site to a 
listing of an asset based upon prearranged criteria. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003. The Internet has become the fastest new medium to 
reach 60% of U.S. households in recorded history—much 
faster than the penetration of telephone, radio, television, or 
cable TV. In addition, time spent on the Internet is currently 
the fastest-growing segment of media usage. As the Internet 
continues to grow in accessibility and breadth, it is becoming 
an increasingly important tool for business. Accordingly, the 
widespread availability of the Internet has made it a valuable 
resource for salespeople and for prospective customers alike. 
0004 Several methods of using the Internet to sell an asset 
have arisen. In one method, a salesperson—herein defined as 
any type of sales entity, such as for example one or more 
individuals, or a legal entity Such as a corporation—may use 
a web site for advertising assets for sale. In another method, 
the salesperson may also advertise assets or may provide 
selection criteria (Such as a search term or other means of 
selecting assets to view, or an asset listing itself) for an asset 
that another salesperson is selling. When a consumer selects 
Such an asset or criterion by "clicking on a tag or link in a 
webpage (herein referred to as a "click”), the salesperson who 
is actually selling the asset receives a sales lead, and in return 
a referral fee is generated for the salesperson whose web site 
generated the lead. Referral fees may be generated when the 
lead is generated, when the sale is completed, or in any other 
manner agreed to by the salespeople. In this way, a salesper 
son may reach abroader consumer audience for the sale of an 
asset, at the cost of providing a referral fee. A problem with 
this method is that a web site operated by an individual 
salesperson, or even several web sites operated by one or 
more salespeople, will most likely have a low number of 
consumer visits because such salespeople lack the advertising 
budget or ability to gain widespread awareness of their web 
sites. 
0005 Most consumers, however, visita well-known major 
web site to search for an asset the consumer wishes to pur 
chase. Such a major web site enjoys a large number of visi 
tors, and advertises assets for sale either as a primary or 
secondary purpose. In other words, a major web site may have 
a large number of visitors to its sales advertising area, but the 
primary purpose of the web site—and the primary reason the 
web site is well known—may be for another purpose unre 
lated to such sales. Such a major web site may list many or all 
of the assets in the class of assets the consumer desires. In one 
situation, the major web site owns the asset and will sell it 
directly to the consumer. In Such a situation, the major web 
site is no different than the salesperson with a web site as 
discussed above, albeit with a larger number of visitors. In 
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another situation, however, the major web site is providing a 
lead to a salesperson who owns or is affiliated with the asset 
in return for a referral fee. In such a situation, the major 
website is capitalizing on its large number of visitors by 
advertising assets that will actually be sold by a salesperson, 
in return for receiving a referral fee from the salesperson. In 
this way, the major web site may earn income in the form of 
referral fees, without having to expend the energy or 
resources involved with actually selling the asset. 
0006. The real estate industry provides an example of the 
aforementioned discussion of web site-provided referrals, 
because the real estate industry has sought to take advantage 
of the burgeoning use of the Internet by consumers searching 
for a home. According to a National Association of Realtors 
survey, more than 66% of homebuyers start a search for a 
home on the Internet. A consumer searching for a home 
listing generally wants access to all available listings and 
extensive local information when contemplating a move or 
home purchase. Accordingly, a home search is well Suited to 
a database-backed web site that allows a consumer to search 
home listings using specific criteria on homes and locales. 
0007. The automobile industry provides another example. 
A consumer seeking to purchase a new or used vehicle may 
wish to search the Internet for listings of vehicles having 
desired features, price and location within a geographic area. 
A consumer performing Such a search typically wants to see 
all of the vehicles meeting the specified criteria. Again, and as 
discussed above, such a need for information is well suited to 
a database-backed web site. 
0008 Returning to the aforementioned real estate 
example, most real estate agents use a web site and email to 
conduct business. Under the terms under which multiple list 
ing systems operate—called the “Internet Data Exchange' 
(IDX)—any agent who participates in a multiple listing Ser 
Vice may advertise a listing whether or not that particular 
agent is the “listing agent for that listing. Heretofore, only an 
agent associated with the property listing was permitted to 
advertise the home associated with the listing. While the IDX 
provides an improved source of leads for real estate agents, a 
web site operated by a particular real estate agent or even a 
real estate agency is still likely to have a small number of 
visitors, especially when compared to a major real estate web 
site. Therefore, a real estate agent's ability to advertise list 
ings for which the real estate agent is not the listing agent is 
offset by the low probability of receiving visitors to the real 
estate agent's web site. Likewise, in the automobile example 
discussed above, an automobile dealership web site is also 
likely to have a relatively small volume of visitors. If the 
expenses of affiliating with a major web site could be tailored 
to each salesperson's budget, a salesperson would benefit 
from the greater public exposure provided by a major web 
site. 
0009. Unfortunately for a salesperson with a limited 
advertising budget, a major web site usually provides a lead to 
a salesperson who has agreed to pay the highest referral fee, 
or for other valuable consideration. Typically, the major web 
site will agree to provide a lead to a specific salesperson for a 
set time period. Any consumer who visits the web site and 
selects an asset that is subject to the agreement will be 
referred to that salesperson. A shortcoming of Such a scheme 
is that a salesperson who has limited advertising funds and 
has been outbid for leads from the major web site will not be 
able to receive leads from the major web site for the duration 
of the agreement. As a result, the salesperson has lost an 
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opportunity for receiving leads, and the major web site has 
lost an opportunity for receiving additional referral fees from 
the outbid salesperson. 
0010. A conventional major web site currently lacks the 
ability to refer a lead for a single listing to more than one real 
estate agent in a dynamic manner. Typically, one salesper 
son—such as an individual or a corporation—will purchase 
all the leads available from the major web site for an agreed 
upon period of time. Because all of the leads are consumed by 
a single entity, the web site again loses potential income from 
other salespeople. In addition, the referral fee for the web site 
is most likely lower than it would be if several real estate 
agents could constantly compete for leads from the web site 
on an ongoing basis. 
0011. In summary, in any business environment where 
there is equal access to information, Such as in the current real 
estate or automobile industry, the most successful business is 
generally one that reaches a consumer at the point of need 
with the information sought by the consumer. Historically, a 
minority of the general population of consumers is in the 
process of purchasing a major asset, Such as a home or auto 
mobile, at any given time. Compounding this problem is the 
low probability of a salesperson who uses his or her own web 
site ever reaching a Substantial percentage of consumers who 
are in the market for the asset the salesperson is attempting to 
sell. A major web site in this situation will receive the major 
ity of consumer visits, but lacks a method of distributing leads 
among a plurality of salespeople, thereby limiting profitabil 
ity because of the lack of competition. A salesperson also 
Suffers from this shortcoming, because a salesperson with a 
small advertising budget will most likely always be outbid for 
lead provided by a major web site. Even if a salesperson with 
a small advertising budget is able to acquire leads from a 
major web site, the time period over which the leads will be 
distributed will likely be short because of the salesperson's 
limited budget. Thus, a salesperson with a small advertising 
budget will only be able to receive leads from a major web site 
on an intermittent basis, if at all. 
0012. In view of the foregoing, there is a need for a system 
and method that overcomes the limitations and drawbacks set 
forth above. Namely, what is needed is a method and system 
for assigning linking information to an asset listing or selec 
tion criterion on a web site in a manner that enables a plurality 
of salespeople to be associated with the asset listing or crite 
rion over a given period of time. What is also needed is a 
method and system for dynamically assigning linking infor 
mation of a plurality of salespeople to Such listing or criterion 
so a plurality of salespeople may receive leads over a given 
period of time. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0013 The present invention overcomes these problems by 
providing a method and system for providing a salesperson 
with a means for purchasing a number of clicks that refer a 
consumer to the salesperson's web site. The purchase may be 
subject to other variables that are made available on a web site 
rate card and/or are agreed upon by the agent and the web site. 
The web site dynamically assigns a frame or link associated 
with listings or a category of listings (geography, for 
example) to an agent's web site. The assignments may be 
made according to prearranged criteria and the number of 
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other participating agents. The web site debits a consumed 
click from a salesperson's account. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0014. The foregoing summary, as well as the following 
detailed description of preferred embodiments, is better 
understood when read in conjunction with the appended 
drawings. For the purpose of illustrating the invention, there 
is shown in the drawings exemplary embodiments of the 
invention; however, the invention is not limited to the specific 
methods and instrumentalities disclosed. In the drawings: 
0015 FIG. 1 is a diagram of an example of a computer 
network in which one embodiment of the present invention 
may be implemented. 
0016 FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating the assigning of 
linking information associated with a salesperson in accor 
dance with one embodiment of the present invention. 
0017 FIG. 3 is a diagram of an example of an assignment 
of linking information during a consumer session carried out 
in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. 
0018 FIG. 4 is an example of a website configured in 
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. 
0019 FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating the assigning of 
linking information associated with a real estate agent in 
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. 
0020 FIG. 6 is a diagram of an example of an assignment 
of linking information during a consumer session in a real 
estate context carried out in accordance with one embodiment 
of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE 
EMBODIMENTS 

0021 FIG. 1 is a diagram of an example of a computer 
network in which one embodiment of the present invention 
may be implemented. A web server 100 provides functional 
ity necessary to generate a web site to a local or remote 
computer. The web server 100 may be controlled by an input 
device 102. Such as for example a keyboard, mouse, micro 
phone, network connection from another computing device 
and/or any other form of input device. The web server 100 is 
operably connected to a network 116, such as for example the 
Internet, a wireless network or the like. The connection may 
be via a telephone modem, cable modem, ISDN, fiber optics, 
wireless network or the like. A computer 104 is also operably 
connected to the network 116. Like the web server 100, the 
computer 104 comprises an input device 106. The computer 
108 also typically comprises a processor 114 for data pro 
cessing, a memory 110, a communications device 112 for 
communicating with the network 116 and/or a display device 
108 for displaying information to a user. On the display 
device 108 a browser 122 for displaying web pages is pre 
sented to the user. The user may interact with the web site by 
using the input device 106. Such as for example to click on a 
hyperlink present in a web page as displayed by the browser 
122 on the display device 108. The computer 104 may be 
either a desktop or laptop personal computer, a specialized 
computer Such as a workstation, or may be a consumer prod 
uct such as a cellular telephone, personal digital assistant 
(PDA) or the like. 
0022. A salesperson web server 118 is also operably con 
nected to the network 116. The salesperson web server 118 
also comprises an input device 120 that is consistent with 
input devices 102 and 110. The salesperson web server 118 
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provides necessary functionality to operate a sales person 
web site. The salesperson web site may be operated by the 
salesperson itself, or may be operated by another entity at the 
salesperson's direction. In fact, the salesperson web server 
118 may be the same server as the web server 100. Other 
configurations of web servers 100, computers 108 and sales 
person web servers 124 are possible and well known in the art, 
and are equally consistent with the present invention. Further 
more, in the following description methods and systems of 
programming and implementing web sites and the like are 
assumed to be knownto one skilled in the art and are therefore 
not described in detail herein. 

0023. An embodiment of the present invention may be 
described with reference to FIG. 2, which is a flowchart of a 
method of assigning linking information associated with a 
salesperson in accordance with the present invention. At 
optional step 201, a web site creates a rate card. A rate card 
may be a document, electronic file or any other form of 
information storage. If the rate card is an electronic file, it may 
be stored in the web server 100, another computer or another 
electronic device. Within the rate card is contained any infor 
mation the web site administrator considers relevant to a 
transaction with a salesperson in the form of an entry. For 
example, the rate card may contain a price per click. The rate 
card may also contain a number of clicks available, period of 
time during which the clicks may be consumed and/or the 
geographic area of listings to have clicks associated with the 
salesperson. Additionally, the rate card may contain a priority 
feature that allows a salesperson to be given a higher priority 
over another salesperson. An entry in the rate card, such as for 
example the price per click, may vary over time or may 
remain static. The web site may create one rate card for use in 
forming agreements with all salespeople, or may create more 
than one rate card for a variety of purposes. Additionally, the 
web site may update or revise the rate card on a continuous or 
periodic basis. 
0024. At step 203, the web site may perform two tasks in 
a transaction with a salesperson: the web site may reach an 
agreement with a salesperson, or the web site may apply the 
rate card created in step 201 to a salesperson. The agreement 
with a salesperson may contain any of the information dis 
cussed above in connection with the creation of a rate card 
discussed above in step 201, and may also contain additional 
terms. Applying the rate card of step 201 to a salesperson 
involves the web site and the salesperson reaching an agree 
ment by selecting an entry of the rate card that will apply to 
the transaction. The selection of one or more entries of the rate 
card may comprise the entire transaction, or the web site and 
the salesperson may agree to additional terms not contained 
within the rate card. The result of either task is a transaction 
that has been agreed to by the web site and the salesperson. 
0025. At step 205, the web site uses the transaction of step 
203 to determine the number of clicks to be issued to the 
salesperson and the period of time over which the clicks will 
be issued. 

0026. At step 207, the web site determines if more than 
one salesperson has been issued clicks concurrently. That is, 
the web site determines whether—as a result of proceeding 
through steps 203-205 (and optionally, step 201)—more than 
one salesperson has been assigned clicks for the same time 
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period. The time period may have identical start and end 
times, or may involve time periods that overlap for the time 
relevant to step 207. More than one salesperson may have 
been issued clicks as a result of a single transaction, or as a 
result of a plurality of transactions. 
(0027) If, at step 207, the web site determines that there is 
only one salesperson, the web site proceeds to step 209. At 
step 209, the web server 100 assigns linking information to 
the one salesperson for all consumers for the time period 
agreed upon in step 203. The web site then proceeds to step 
213. 

(0028. If, at step 207, the web site determines that there are 
more than one salesperson to whom clicks have been issued 
for the time period, the web site proceeds to step 211. At step 
211, the web site assigns an order to the clicks based on the 
number of clicks issued to each salesperson, the time over 
which the clicks are to be consumed and the number of 
different salespeople who have been issued clicks. The order 
may be any order created by the web site or agreed upon by 
the website and each salesperson. In one embodiment, the 
web site may assign all of one salesperson's clicks, then 
followed by a next salesperson's clicks, and so on. In another 
embodiment, the web site may assign the clicks randomly, 
thereby interspersing the clicks assigned to each salesperson. 
In yet another embodiment, the web site may determine a 
pattern of clicks assigned to each salesperson based in part on 
the number of clicks each salesperson has been issued during 
the time period. Click assignments may be calculated by the 
web server 100, another computer or electronic device, or 
may be calculated remotely or even manually and then 
entered into the web server 100 via the input device 102. Click 
assignments may be revised at any time. 
0029. At step 213, the web server 100 assigns linking 
information associated with a salesperson's website or busi 
ness in accordance with a clickassignment. The linking infor 
mation is information contained within the web site that, in 
one embodiment, will direct a consumer using the web site 
generated by the web server 100 to the salesperson's website 
generated by the salesperson web server 118. For example, as 
discussed in connection with FIG. 1, a user operating a com 
puter 104 to view the web page generated by the web server 
100 may view the linking information on the browser 122 as 
displayed on the display device 108. The user may then acti 
vate the linking information by using an input device 106. 
Such as for example a mouse, to click on the linking informa 
tion. At this point, the user is transferred to the salesperson 
web site as generated by the salesperson web server 118. In an 
alternative embodiment, the web site directs the consumer to 
the salesperson's website while the web page remains as a 
frame. 

0030. At step 215, the web site debits the salesperon's 
assignment of clicks when a click is consumed. A click may 
be accounted as consumed at any point during a consumer 
Internet session that is agreed upon by the web site and the 
salesperson. In one embodiment, a click is consumed when 
the consumer clicks on an object on the website that activates 
the linking information. In another embodiment, a click is 
consumed when the consumer is transferred to the salesper 
son's website. 

0031. After a period of time determined by the web site, 
the web site may return to step 205 as indicated by arrow 217. 
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In this way, the web site can reallocate the assignment of 
clicks based on one or more factors, such as for example 
number of clicks consumed per each salesperson, number of 
clicks to assign over a given duration, or the like. At step 205, 
the web site may account for a new salesperson who may have 
been added while the website was performing steps 207-215. 
0032 FIG. 3 is a diagram of an example of an assignment 
of linking information during a consumer session carried out 
in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. 
Consumers 302a-d represent a plurality of consumers who 
have the ability to initiate a web site search at 306. As indi 
cated by arrow 304, consumer 302a in this example initiates 
a search at 306. Typically, this occurs when the consumer 
operates the computer 104 via the input device 106 to visit the 
web site as displayed by the browser 122 on the display device 
108. As noted above in connection with FIG. 1 however, 
alternate hardware configurations are possible and all are 
consistent with the present invention. A plurality of selection 
criteria 310a-e are available to the consumer during the 
search 306. The plurality of selection criteria 310a-e are 
intended to be illustrative only, and any number of selection 
criteria 310a-e may be made available to the consumer 302a, 
and each selection criteria 310a-e may include one or more 
criteria. In fact, in embodiments where the consumer 302a 
may, for example, input a text search via the input device 106. 
the number of selection criteria 310 available may be 
unbounded. In addition, a selection criterion may comprise an 
asset listing or other data. 
0033 Arrow 308 indicates that consumer 302a has 
selected selection criteria 310b. Arrow 312 indicates that 
selection criteria 310b yields a set of selection assignments 
311. FIG. 3 represents the selection assignments 311 as a 
wheel rotating in a direction indicated by arrow 318, but such 
a representation is for illustrative purposes only. The selection 
assignments 311 are typically calculated by web site equip 
ment such as, but not limited to the web server 100 and may 
solely reside in a memory of Such equipment. In addition, the 
present invention may have a click assignment 311 for each 
selection criteria 310a-e, or may have one click assignment 
311 for all selection criteria 310a-e, or any combination 
thereof. Assignments 316a-d represent clicks that have been 
assigned to four different salespeople A-D by the web site. As 
can be seen from assignments 316a-d, each salesperson has 
been assigned a different number of clicks according to a 
transaction reached with the web site as discussed in connec 
tion with step 203 of FIG.2. Window 314 displays the assign 
ment 316c that is currently set to be associated with the 
consumer session by the web server 100 if selection criteria 
310b is selected. Arrow 320 indicates that the web server 100 
has delivered the consumer to a salesperson website or frame 
322. At this point, the consumer has passed into the salesper 
son's web site and will typically remain in the salesperson 
web site until terminating the web site session, although Such 
is not required by the present invention. The web site may 
debit the salesperson's account for a consumed click as dis 
cussed above in connection with step 215 of FIG. 2. 
0034. In a preferred embodiment, the present invention 
may be applied to home listings in the real estate industry. 
However, the present invention is in no way limited to real 
estate, as the present invention is equally applicable to, for 
example, providing leads for the sale of a vehicle, providing 
employment leads, providing leads for rental property, or any 
type of consumer retail application. With respect to the afore 
mentioned real estate embodiment, a real estate agent or 
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agency (herein referred to as an agent, for clarity) may be 
provided with a means for purchasing and receiving a number 
of homebuyer search sessions—clicks—to receive a con 
Sumer who is looking for a home listing on the web site. FIG. 
4 is an example of a web site 400 configured in accordance 
with one embodiment of the present invention. The web site 
400 has contained within its display area 402 a selection area 
404 within which a consumer may use an input device 106 to 
select selection criteria which, in FIG. 4, are cities of home 
listings. The selection area 404 of such web site 400 may 
instead permit a consumer to select a location from a map or 
pulldown menu, or any other selection method that is well 
known in the art. The selection area 404 may offer a consumer 
a plurality of selection criteria in addition to the location of 
the desired real estate. 
0035 FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating the assigning of 
linking information associated with a real estate agent in 
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. At 
step 501, a web site creates a rate card. The rate card may 
contain one or more variables that are made available to an 
agent, such as for example: number of clicks, time span of 
delivery or length of contract, geographic region of real estate 
properties for which clicks may be assigned, and the like. The 
web site applies the rate card to a transaction with an agent at 
step 503. As an illustrative example, assume the following 
transactions occur: Agent A purchases 500 clicks to be dis 
tributed evenly over a month. Agent B purchases 10,000 
clicks over a six-month period. Agent C purchases 750 clicks 
to be delivered as soon as possible. Agent D purchases 100 
clicks to be delivered as soon as possible on a specific date. 
0036 Based on the transaction of step 503, in step 505 the 
web site determines the number of clicks to be issued over a 
period of time for each agent with whom the web site has 
entered into a transaction. The results of step 505 may anno 
tated as exemplified in Table 1: 

TABLE 1 

Customer Clicks City Start Date End Date 

Agent A 500 Norfolk Jul. 10, 2002 Aug. 9, 2002 
Agent B 10000 all Mar. 1, 2002 Sep. 1, 2002 
AgentC 750 Virginia Beach Aug. 1, 2002 na 
Agent D 100 all Aug. 4, 2002 Aug. 4, 2002 

0037. As can be seen from Table 1, the agents who pur 
chased clicks in a transaction of step 503 are located in the 
table with the number of clicks purchased, as well as a geo 
graphic region as indicated by the “city' column in Table 1. A 
start and end date indicating the time period over which the 
web site disperses the clicks may also be included. An 
embodiment of the present invention may accommodate an 
unlimited number of customers, as well as an unlimited 
amount of transaction information. It should be noted that 
Table 1 is for illustrative purposes only, and its creation is not 
required by the present invention. 
0038. At step 511, the web site assigns an order to the 
clicks based on, for example, the number of clicks issued to 
eachagent, the time over which the clicks are to be consumed, 
the number of different agents who have been issued clicks 
and/or the current or projected Volume of homebuyer sessions 
at a given point in time. At step 513, the web server 100 
assigns linking information to a consumer using a computer 
104 during a browsing session. Upon the consumeractivating 
the linking information by using the input device 106, the 
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consumer is directed to the agent's web site which is gener 
ated by the salesperson web server 118. At step 515, the 
agent's account is debited for the click that has been con 
sumed. The web site may, at step 517, update its click infor 
mation by returning to step 505 and accounting for consumed 
clicks, and may account for any new agents that may have 
been added during steps 511, 513 and 515. If clicks assigned 
to an agent have been completely consumed, the agent may be 
removed from click assignments. 
0039 FIG. 6 is a diagram of an example of an assignment 
of linking information during a consumer session in a real 
estate context carried out in accordance with one embodiment 
of the present invention. A consumer 602 who is searching for 
a home initiates a search session 606 by visiting a web site. As 
mentioned above, this may be accomplished by the consumer 
using the browser 122 that is displayed on the display device 
108 of the computer 104. The consumer 602 may select 608 
selection criteria 610 using the input device 106, such as for 
example: a city or geographic region in which the consumer 
602 wants to view properties, or all cities or geographic 
regions at once. The selection criteria 610 selected by the 
consumer 602 may yield a set of agent selection assignments 
611 as indicated by arrow 612. To illustrate a clickassignment 
in a preferred embodiment, FIG. 6 represents the selection 
assignments 611 as a wheel rotating in a direction indicated 
by arrow 618, with the assignments 616a-d dispersed thereon. 
However, and as discussed in connection with FIG.3 above, 
such a representation is for illustrative purposes only, and any 
means of distributing assignments 616a-d is consistent with 
the present invention. As can be seen in FIG. 6, agent C is has 
an assignment 616c in the window 614 that is currently set to 
be associated with the consumer session, while other assign 
ments 616a, b and dare awaiting delivery. The linking infor 
mation then forwards the consumer 602 to an agent or broker 
property listings site 622 containing all available listings in 
the selected region as indicated by arrow 620. 
0040. Upon reaching the agent or broker site 622, the 
consumer may search Such agent or broker site—which is 
generated by the salesperson web server 118 by selecting 
criteria for the home the consumer 602 is seeking. Criteria 
that may be used may include: number of bedrooms and 
bathrooms, price range, or zip code of the property. A period 
of time the consumer 602 spends at the agent or broker web 
site without leaving for another web site is referred to as a 
search session. In one embodiment, the consumer 602 
remains in the agent or broker site for the duration of such 
search session, and all consumer 602 requests for information 
and email inquiries go directly to the agent associated with the 
agent or broker site 622, as opposed to an agent who may have 
a listing contract for the property. The system may, for 
example, account for a click when a consumer 602 using the 
system's web site selects a selection criteria 610, thereby 
activating the agent's link or frame, and leaving the system's 
web site. 

0041 After a period of time, such as for example one hour, 
agent orders may be updated for clicks delivered in the pre 
vious hour. The percentage of clicks to be delivered to each 
agent in the upcoming hour may be calculated, based on the 
quantity needed to honor each order according to the desired 
frequency. Agents on an “as soon as possible' status, such as 
agent C, may be given all clicks remaining after scheduled 
click commitments are met. The results of such an update may 
be annotated as exemplified in Table 2: 
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TABLE 2 

Snapshot at 11:50 am On Aug. 4, 2002 

Customer Clicks City Start Date End Date Balance 

Agent A 500 Norfolk Jul. 10, 2002 Aug. 9, 2002 357 
Agent B 10000 all Mar. 1, 2002 Sep. 1, 2002 32O7 
AgentC 750 Virginia Aug. 1, 2002 n/a 587 

Beach 
Agent D 100 all Aug. 4, 2002 Aug. 4, 2002 12 

0042. As can be seen from Table 2, some agents have more 
clicks to be distributed over a given time period than others, 
and an embodiment of the present invention may use the 
information represented by Table 2 to further prioritize the 
assignment of clicks. Such a table may be updated in connec 
tion with returning via arrow 517 to step 505, but such a table 
is not required by the present invention. A report may be 
generated that verifies actual clicks delivered by time period 
to an agent. Additional information about the geographic 
locations of consumers 602 (in aggregate), or additional 
information Such as for example, time of day, day of week, 
web browser used, or the like, may be provided. Additional 
information, Such as records tracking and audit information 
about every click delivered may also be provided, preferably 
in real time. Such information may be generated by the web 
server 100, or may be generated by another computer or 
electronic device. 
0043 Although a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention has been described with respect to the sale of real 
estate, the present invention may be used for any type of 
transaction. As mentioned above, variations of the present 
invention are possible in automotive, employment, property 
rental and consumer retail applications. It is also to be under 
stood that other similar embodiments may be used or modi 
fications and additions may be made to the described embodi 
ment for performing the same function of the present 
invention without deviating therefrom. For example, one 
skilled in the art will recognize that the present invention as 
described in the present application may apply to any com 
puting device or environment, whether wired or wireless, and 
may be applied to any number of Such computing devices 
connected via a communications network, and interacting 
across the network. Furthermore, it should be emphasized 
that a variety of computer platforms, including handheld 
device operating systems and other application specific oper 
ating systems are contemplated, especially as the number of 
wireless networked devices continues to proliferate. Still fur 
ther, the present invention may be implemented in or across a 
plurality of processing chips or devices, and storage may 
similarly be affected across a plurality of devices. Therefore, 
the present invention should not be limited to any single 
embodiment, but rather should be construed in breadth and 
Scope in accordance with the appended claims. 

What is claimed: 
1. A method of providing sales leads comprising a proces 

sor for: 
(a) assigning a selected number of clicks to each of a 

plurality of sales entities each desirous of selling an 
asset, wherein a click corresponds to an occurrence of a 
potential buyer clicking on a hyperlink on a web page, 
the hyperlink being associated with a characteristic of 
one of the assets, and associated with a sales entity; 
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(b) determining an order in which each sales entity is to be 
associated with the hyperlink: 

(c) associating each sales entity with the hyperlink only for 
the number of clicks selected for that sales entity; and 

(d) causing to be presented to a potential buyer, one of the 
sales entities in accordance with the order determined in 
step (b) in response to clicks, and only for the number of 
clicks assigned to each sales entity, and causing a differ 
ent one of the sales entities to be thereafter presented on 
the display device to a potential buyer in response to 
clicks in accordance with the order determined in Step 
(b). 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the processor commu 
nicates web page data containing the hyperlink over a com 
munications network. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein step (a) further com 
prises assigning the selected number of clicks according to a 
price paid by each of the sales entities. 
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4. The method of claim 3, wherein the determination of 
step (b) is based upon the number of clicks assigned to each of 
the sales entities and an amount of time in which the clicks are 
to be associated with the hyperlink. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the sales entity is a 
person. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the sales entity is a 
business organization. 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein only one sales entity is 
caused to be presented on the web page at any given time. 

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the characteristic of the 
assets is a geographic location of the assets. 

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the characteristic of the 
assets is a price range of the assets. 

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the asset is real estate. 
c c c c c 


